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VBT Bicycling & Walking Vacations
Welcomes the Pentagon Ski Club Group #291882

Puglia: Italy’s
Undiscovered Coast

E-bikes Available

auro; trulli dwellings; new local friends

Puglia: Italy’s
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Ostuni • Savelletri • Monopoli • Alberobello • Itria Valley
Salento • Otranto • Lecce
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Daily Discoveries (Itinerary subject to change)
Puglia: Italy’s Undiscovered Coast
Begin your journey with an optional pre-trip
extension in Matera.
Days 1-2 :: Fly to Bari
A VBT representative will meet you at the airport and
transfer you to your trullo lodging in Alberobello.

Day 3 :: Bike tour begins/Egnatia
Explore the surroundings of your masseria
(fortified farmhouse-turned-resort) on a selfguided walk, then cycle quiet country roads past
800-year-old olive groves on a ride to Egnatia.
An archaeological museum reveals the storied
past of this ancient coastal town.
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From the rugged coast, view the village of Torre
dell’Orso rising spectacularly from the sea. More
country roads and easy lakeside hills await on this
afternoon’s ride.

Day 7 :: Otranto
Head toward the sea through sleepy villages and
beneath oak and olive trees. The friendly owners
of an organic masseria near the sea open their
garden for a delicious private lunch. In Otranto
this afternoon, gaze up at the old city’s massive
ramparts and walls. You’ll also be immersed in
the lively spirit of its crafts studios laden with clay
whistles, baskets, hand-dyed fabric, and ceramics.

Featured Accommodation
Trulli e Puglia

Day 8 :: Eastern Tip of Italy

Day 4 :: Ostuni
All your senses will be engaged at today’s lunch
at an award-winning country hotel. Enjoy farmfresh cuisine and an olive-oil tasting, breathe
in the fragrance of citrus trees and admire the
“secret garden.”

Panoramic coastal views abound on one of the
best bike rides in all of Italy! Follow rural pathways
through little villages to Santa Cesarea, a quiet town
set on the edge of the Adriatic Sea. Then, follow
the cliffs to the town of Porto Badisco, famous for
its azure waters and prehistoric grottoes.

Day 5 :: Monopoli

Day 9 :: Lecce/Bike tour ends

Coastal views and ancient olive trees sweep by as
you cycle to Monopoli. Feel the intimate ambiance
of its ancient city center as you wander its maze of
pedestrian streets and view its soaring cathedral
and the colorful fishing harbor.

Transfer to Lecce, where everyday life buzzes
along Piazza Sant’Oronzo and Piazza Duomo.

This exquisite accommodation is built into
a series of beautifully restored 500-year-old
trulli structures that are true to their roots
with an elegant simplicity. Each classic trullo
has the singular, centered cone-shaped
ceiling and traditional Pugliese interior
design. This is truly a unique and charming
blend of classic regional design and all of
the modern amenities.

Day 10 :: Fly home or continue your journey
with an optional post-trip extension in Rome

Cycle from the ancient archway of the walled
city of Acaya onto traffic-free country roads.

Find detailed itineraries at vbt.com.
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Day 6 :: Acaya/Salento
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Extend Your Stay and Your Value (available with the Air Package)
Matera :: Pre-trip Extension

Rome :: Post-trip Extension

$395 per-person (double occupancy)
Single Supplement is $195

$645 per-person (double occupancy)
Single Supplement is $395

(2 nights plus hotel and airport transfers)

(3 nights plus hotel and airport transfers)

